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“Retailers need to ensure there is enough in-store
marketing to recruit new shoppers day in, day out. Crosscategory brand extensions and creating limited edition
ranges can leverage consumers’ ’infidelity‘ behaviour and
capitalise on shoppers’ desire for newness and
excitement.”
– Wenwen Chen, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•
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brands leverage consumers’ repertoire behaviour?
brands attract male buyers?
bath products convert new buyers?
brands target different age groups?

Following a continual solid sales performance, the soap, bath and shower products (SBS) market
continued its strong growth in 2013. Technological advancements such as mobile shopping, tablet
computers and internet penetration have boosted the popularity of online retailing while product
innovation based on Traditional Chinese Medicine saw its success.
That said, the growth rate of the SBS market has marked its third consecutive yearly slowdown since
2011. This is mainly because of a statured usage penetration in urban household. In addition,
consumers have increasingly relied on price promotion, which has also contributed to growth slowdown
in value terms. Overall speaking, consumers, especially female consumers, have exhibited solid
repertoire behaviour towards selecting products, brands as well as retailers. This has posed a serious
challenge to brands as well as retailers. Brands and shops need to ensure there is enough in-store
marketing to attract shoppers each time. It is crucial to recruit new shoppers day in, day out and to
keep increasing the number of shoppers.
The growing sophistication in consumer usage regimes including using products with different seasonal
needs and purposes opens new opportunities for brands to grow. Creating new brand or product
extensions and limited edition ranges can leverage consumers’ “infidelity” behaviour and capitalise on
shoppers’ desire for newness and excitement. In addition, the male grooming market is another great
opportunity for brands to explore, especially for bath products.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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